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tituchio Tames Shrew
play Comes To Life

nhmt
VOL. LXIX. NO. 5

BATE3 COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY MAY 14, 1841

PRICE: TEN CENTS

Eight Candidates Take Politicians Prepare Musical Clubs Offer
Ballot Battle 9th Annual Concert
Honors Examinations For
Smith, Antunes And
Exam Results, Other
Annual Awards To
Be Announced Soon

Swim Club Stages
Neptune Water Play

Prof. Crafts Directs
Flint Line Up Strong Bursar Endorses
Tomorrow Night's
Campus Factions
Insurance Plan Chapel Performance
The opening verbal shot in the

The Bursar's Office haa anTomorrow night the ninth annual
eighth annual Mayoralty Campaign
Six senior men and two women,
nounced that It will continue to
concert of the Bates Musical
will be fired a week from tonight
endorse the Accident Insurance
Clubs will take place at 8:00 In the
candidates for Honors in their major
when the three candidates appear on
plan
which
guarantee*
to
reimChapel. It will be the final presentathe
Bates-on-the-Alr
program.
Seekfield, are this week taking oral examburse the parent for any and all
tion of the year by these organizaing
election
as
tyrant
of
the
campus
inations conducted by various groups
expenses up to $500 Incurred from
tions. Under the direction of Profesthis
year
are
Dick
Smith
'43,
George
of faculty members. All theses were
any accident to the student dursor Seldon T. Crafts, the Orphic SoAntunes '43, and Wally Flint '43.
handed In last month, and this la the
ing the college year. It cover* all
ciety, the Men's Glee Club, and the
Smith is being backed by the Ski
Starting with the scene In which
accidents. Including sports, susChoral Society will present the folfinal step before the results of this Father Neptune, Mother Neptune, and and Discus Club and the Candy-fortained at college, home or travellowing program:
year's Honors work is made public.
China
Committee.
His
manager
is
a qualified swimming instructor teach
ing between school and home, reOverture, "Life a Dream", Ellenlittle Nep Jr. to swim, the girls of the Dick Wall "41. Antunes has as his
gardless of how, when, or where
The candidates include the followberg, Orphic Orchestra; songs by the
Swimming Club will unravel the story manager, Al "Dandruff" Topham. Toping students: Richard Dearborn In of his life in their demonstration. ham promises the support of the Penthey occur.
Men's Glee Club, "Shadow March",
the English Department, who took his
Cain; "Haik the Vesper Hymn U
guin
Club
for
his
aspirant.
Flint
will
May 16, at 8 o'clock, at the Auburn
Mr. Ross has stated that the
exam at 1:30 on Monday; Arthur Tif- YMCA. Such familiar pictures as the be managed by Finley "Labrat" CogsStealing", arrangement by Grant;
company which offers this policy
Dona Noble Pacem", arrangement by
fany, Religion, 3:30 on Monday. Yeswell
and
Bill
Lever,
both
of
the
class
has made tentative plans to
old swimming hole scene, the young
Wilson; "At Father's Door", a Rusterday at 1:30, Frank Bennett took his lovers who strbll on the beach, and of 1941. Flint's managers claim that
change the cost from five dollars
in Chemistry, followed by Stanton
sian Folk 8.ong. The Choral Society
to six for women and from ten
the traditional marriage ceremony they have sewed up the vote of the
will sing the following selections:
Smith at 3:30 in the same course. To will be traced as Neptune passes coed side of campus.
to twelve for men, to cover the
•When the Foeman Bares His Steel",
c'ay, at 1:30, Hope Newman In Sociol- through these stages in his developCandidate Smith issued a statement
individual
for
the
entire
year,
not
J is the preparations for the presen- occurs in this mad love match "clap- ogy, and at 3:30, Betty Scran ton in
from the "Pirates of Penzance" by
for
the
press
early
this
morning.
It
just from September to June.
ment. The close of the demonstration
Sullivan; "Finale from the Gondoliers"
ts of the Robinson Play. "Taming ped up so suddenly" when the lover Sociology and Economics, take their
read:
"When
I
become
mayor,
I'm
goPetruchio arrives in Padua to tame finals. Tomorrow, Leslie Warren, Psy- will be a swimming formation routine. ing to be king". Strangely enough, Mr
by Sullivan; Rachmaninoffs "Glory
I lie Shrew", nears the final stages.
the shrew Katherine. He wooa with a chology major, and David Weeks, EdThe whole club will participate In Antunes, an opponent, has been quotto the Trinity", and "Crucifixis" in
Ls uvinia Schaeffer, In charge of vehemence which will not accept failB Minor from the "Mass" by Bach.
ucation and Sociology, will appear be- the performance and all the girls have ed by political reporters as having
Imitation, states that any cutting on ure even temporarily. That roughest
Marguerite Mendall '41, flute solo,
worked on some committee. The lnvi- said: "When I become mayor, I'm gofore an examining board.
L play has been done with a view to treatment assures softest heart and
"Syrinx"; piano and organ duet by
W.ion committee, with Ruth Steven*. ing to be senator". Mr. Flint, the third
No definite date has yet been de- '42 as its chairman, has sent lnvita^ candidate, says nothing but continues
Claire Wilson '42 and Paul Wright "41,
liwrring and concentrating the es- stiongest love Is proved beyond point
"Fantasie", Demarest; contralto and
C of the comedy and speeding the of suspicion, for the Katherine whose termined for the annual Honors Day, tlons io the v?omen faculty members to smile. All of which has left the poEl, To further eliminate restraint sharp tongue and ungracious manner but It will probably occur during the who are Interested In the club's work. litical dopesters quite bewildered.
Next Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock baritone solos by Genevieve Stephen\i development, use is being made of have earlier earned her the epithet, middle week fo next month. Present Coed students who wish to go may obMonday night the candidates and ■i group of students from the Farm- son '43 and John Marsh '43, respeclie Inner and outer stage" p'an. For "the Shrew", is the same who Is plans call for the announcement In tain their tickets from the members. their managers appeared before the iiigton Normal School will present a tively; selections from Bizet's "CarChapel at this time of several other Ruth Ulrich '42 has charge of the cos- Student Council. At that time rules vesper service in the Chapel. During men" and Oehmler's "In a Moonlight
|BS, there space is less essential, eventually most docile.
nominations and elections, in addition tumes, and Muriel Swlcker '42 has and regulations regarding campaign the service there will be talks by two Garden" by the Orphic Orchestra.
To
provide
contrast
to
the
ImpetC Ike front half of the stage is
Frances Rolfe '43 and Paul Wright
taken care of the properties. The pub- activities were discussed and agreed Farmington students, a vocal soloist,
|Ki while in the back, behind the uous wooer, Shakespeare has Intro- to the honor students.
"41 will act as accompanists.
licity committee, headed by Christine upon by the parties concerned.
lotahs, the setting is arranged for duced the .uore conventional uucentlo.
and two violin duets.
It is expected that the gold Williamson '42, has placed posters In
fit Mit full stage scene. In this way suitor to the beautiful Blanca, youngThe Farmington group will present
I will be a minimum of delay be- er sister of Katherine. There Is thus Phi Beta Kappa keys will also be the various dorms. The guests will be
this service as a gesture of gratitude
awaided
for
"distinction
in
scholarprovided
balance
of
unblushing,
energreeted and seated by Barbara Moore
a
Iseen scenes and acts.
to the Bates deputation group which
I Tie accompanying picture can only ! getic passion on the one hand, and ship, integrity of character, and '•14 and Elizabeth Moore '42, ushers.
offered a similar vesper service at the
promise
of
Intellectual
activity
in
afIcggest some of the violence which sweet and tender love on the other.
normal school in March. Miss Kathter-college life". New members of
Speaking to tne men of the three leen Curry '41. former head of the
The Bates Debating Council chose
Delta Sigma Rho, national debate solower classes who have registered Deputation Commission of the Chris- Patrick Harrington '42 and David
ciety, the College Club, for outstandunder the provisions of the Selective tian Association, urges that a large Nichols '42 to fill the positions of
ing senior men, and the Bate* Key,
Service Act, Mr. Harry W. Rowe ex- gathering of students attend the ser- president and manager, respectively,
for senior women, will probably be replained last Monday night In Chase vice.
at its annual meeting and party at
vealed at this time.
Hall how they will probably be afProf. Brooks Quimby's home Thursday
fected by the reclasslfication of stuevening. The coeds will be representBy GRAHAM BORDEN '43
dents.
ed among the officers this year by
The annual Play Day sponsored by
The talk was primarily directed to
Jane Woodbury '42, secretary, and
While most of the campus was re- the wind was right behind us, the
WAA will take place May 22. This those who have received and filleil
Honorine Hadley '32, women's manI bzine on a Sunday morning, not so rain soaked us pretty thoroughly. The
event marks the last gym of the year out their questionnaires. This group
ager.
;o, a group of seventeen stu- next couple of miles were covered
so it is attended by all four classes. and those who will have received and
Retiring president, Harriet White
I tats and Doctor William H. Sawyer very quickly and no casualties took
Ill of the plans have not been an filed theirs by September are advised
'41. was In charge of the meeting;
l»t out on the canoe trip sponsored place. It was great fun to run with
nounced yet, but there will be a base- to get in touch with their local draft
At one o'clock on Saturday after- Myra Hoyt '42 and Vincent McKuslck
|tithe Outing Club. When we left, the tbe wind down the winding stream.
ball
game
between
the
Garnets
and
board
to
find
out
when
they
are
likely
noon
twenty eds will leave for an '44 provided entertainment Games
The Clason Key has made plans to
■er was threatening so most of Soon we came out on an open place
Blacks under the directorship of to be called up. They were urged to overnight canoe trip down the Saco and refreshments were enjoyed.
where
we
could
see
the
pretty
wilaccomodate about seventy-five fathers
[■ "ore raincoats or jackets and
fill out blanks supplied them and to River. The party will leave from
"Lib" Stafford '42.
lira shins. In three cars, we head- lows beyond dipping their fresh pal' on the third annual Father's Day, May
hand them into the administration of- Swan's Falls in Fryeburg, and after a
I"least through Sabattus and then tc- green leaves toward the water. Then 24. Letters have been sent to all faIt is hoped also that the finals of
fice. The blanks will be sent in to the thirty mile paddle will arrive at their DR. LEONARD IMPROVING
came
a
section
of
thick
pine
woods
thers and to all the men students re- the interdorm tennis matches will be
|M Gardiner. When we reached CobThe condition of Professor Arthur
draft offices to help in the reclassl- destination, Lovewell's Pond. An overseecontee Stream npar Purgatory where some of us stopped off a bit. questing their presence at the affair played off. "Terry" Foster '44 is in fication. Along with the blanks, the
N. Leonard, popular head of the Gernight stop will be made somewhere
"1, we unloaded our supplies and After that, we came to the Junction of for which a detailed program has been charge of this part of the program. college will send the necessary affiman Department, Is reported as much
along the river, and three outdoor
Cold
Stream.
Jim
McMurray
and
Dave
prepared. Jack Curtis, administration "Marty" Littlefield '43 heads all of
I fc eight canoes which had come by
improved, and he is well on the way
davits
and
such
recommendations
as
jieals will be cooked.
| tact Doctor Sawyer had his own Sawyer built a fire under one of the advisor of the club, is trying to work the committees. There will be games it may see fit concerning deferment.
to recovery from the effects of his
The canoe trip Is sponsored by the attack of last week.
1 *«*, and his "crew" (George Kol- trees to warm themselves while the up a short program of speeches and and relays for those not interested in
Those
who
have
a
chance
to
return
I W) kept popping up at the appro iest of us followed Doctor Sawyer up informal singing at the luncheon. Sat- baseball and tennis. Refreshments will before their numbers come up are Bates Outing Club, and will be led by If the weather is favorable, Dr. Leonthe stream. We left the "Cold Stream urday, May 14.
be served at the end of the program.
I Me moment with his camera.
urged to apply to the local board to Jack Curtis, associate director of ad- ard expects to be up and around by
guards" by their fire and turned tomissions. A drawing will be held at Friday or Saturday of this week. He
I T»» Freshman
In the evening the annual WAA see if they are likely to be far enough
The Clason Key will hare an elecward the headwaters of this little
1:00 p. m, Wednesday, In Chase Hall will attend the meeting of Delta Phi
| Wars Dunked
banquet will take place in Flake Din- along in the term so that the board
*e launched the canoes and then tributary. It is very pretty with close- tion soon to choose the new mem- ing Hall, and at that time awards will may see fit to let them finish the se- to determine who is to go on the Alpha, German Honor Society, to be
held next Tuesday evening.
I Wiled about until the drivers had cut banks and the dense woods over- bers to its roll who will help to carry
journey.
mester or possibly the whole year.
be made.
I •* with the cars for Gardiner. Some hanging on both sides. It probably cut the plans for this annual affair.
| * the canoes underwent considerable would make an excellent camping
! with flagj, fishing gear and oth- site.

Coed Mermaids
Unravel Life Story
Of Sea God's Son

Normal School Group
Arranges Sunday Vesper

Rowe Explains Draft
Rectification To Nen

(torn, Dunking, Lost Way, Marks
Outing Club Canoe Trip

Banquet, Awards Nark
WAA Play Day, Nay 22

Twenty Eds Embark On
Overnight Canoe Trip

Clason Key Plans To
Entertain 75 Dads

IJJ Paraphernalia. Dave Sawyer and
P* McMurray rigged a sail of a
filncoat stretched
across
some
touches. While we paddled down"'Mm with the current, they scudded
l
'°Bg past us tilted at a dangerous
"*fc The little procession of canoes
■to&led down the stream with those
*• were troll1 ng taking up the rear.
JJ *e neared Horseshoe Pond, Hal
right
and Hal HosWn were
■Jfoenly caught in a cross-current at
'same time as the wind took them
°*r and tipped their canoe. While
*ivered on the shore, some of us
U
P their canoe as others lit a
«ood
flfe

About
fin

over the knoll.

the merry flre was circ,ed

a

lf branches with various parts
0(
Nothing steaming in the heat. Bekind
•Ma a little group warmed
Hiu"^8

from tne cold north wInd

8Wept over the mU We ate our

Ian?

"

iut •'. "^ "le no* con"ee and cocoa
? "hit the spot". As we were finJ nB our lunch, John Daikus came
. with a fine 18 inch pickerel he
^ight, while Clyde Glover was
lin
8 back the perch he caught beu
«e nobody wanted to take the time
■ lean it

1 1UnCh toe clotn were dry

C"

"

«>

jj""|* to be worn but a light rain
10
with a driving wind. Although

Debating Council Elects
Harrington And Nichols

Reach Pleasant Pond
By Mistake

When we reached the heal of
navigation at a little bridge, we just
turned about and glided back with
the easy current. Some of us went
on ahead into the Cobbosseecontee
River and missed a sharp left turn. A
full gale was blowing now so we
coasted merrily along for two or
three miles before we realized our
mistake. We had reached Pleasant
Pond by mistake.
The return trip back up the lake
was anything but pleasant with whitecapped waves breaking over our bows
and the wind threatening to capsise
our frail and leaky craft. We had our
choice of a forced landing on the
rocky shore or a cold swim in the
middle of the lake if we relaxed our
efforts for one minute. From 3:30 until 6 p. m. we fought our way against
the fury of the weather.
After what seemed hours of backbreaking work, we finally got into the
river and got our bearings from Doctor Sawyer. Then we had to fight for
several more miles to Gardiner,
sometimes losing ground against the
wind and sometimes being pushed up
on the muddy banks. The rain let up
and the freshing wind had us nearly
(Continued on page four)

Final Examination Schedule . . . May 31 - June 10

SATURDAY, MAY II

8.00 A. M.
Economics tit
English 101
History tit
1.80 P. M.

English 163
French 401
Physics 372
Psychology tit
Sociology ttt
7.00 P. M.

German 351
Hygiene 102M
Hygiene 101W
Mathematics 418
MONDAY, JUNE < .
8.00 A. M.

Chemistry tit
French 103
German 101
German 202
Government 411
La.tlx.lU
Physical Edue. 410W
1.S0 P. M.

Chemistry 411
French 104
History **•
Music SOI
Physics Ht

TUESDAY. JUNE 8
8X0 A. M.

Biology tit
Economics 410
English 231
Religion 328
Social Science 104
1.30 P. M.
Chemistry 111
Economics 111
Economics 322
English 811
French 141 (Convent)
Greek 111
Greek tit
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
8.00 A. M.

Chemistry lOt
Chemistry lit
English 371
Geology 422 (Carnegie)
Greek 238
Philosophy ISO
1.80 P. M.
Economics SOB
German 411
Philosophy 358
Physics 171

Religion 101
Sociology ttt

THURSDAY, JUNE 5
tuOO A. M.

Chemistry 101
French 331
Government 304
Greek 146
History 230
Physics 452
1.80 P. M.

Education 352
French 111
French 461
German 111
Sociology 881
FRIDAY. JUNE 6
8.00 A. M.

Chemistry SOS
French 308
Geology 206
German SIS
Mathematics 41S
Philosophy 826
Physics 101
1.80 P. M.
Biology 41S
English S43
History lit
Mathematics 114
Sociology lit
Speech lit

SATURDAY, JUNE 7
8.00 A. M.

Biology 111
English 251
English 393
French 263
Geology 823
History 816
Latin 110
Latin 204
1.30 P. U.
English 403
Latin 310
Mathematics 313
Psychology 210
Speech 111
MONDAY, JUNE •
8.00 A. M.

English 136
Government 202
Mathematics 202
Physical Educ S10M
Physical Educ. 310W
1.80 P. M.
Biology 222
Education 446
English 333
Greek 113"
History 214
Mathematics 416
Religion 213

TUE8DAY. JUNE 10

8.00 A. M.
Biology 212
Education 443
French 208
Geology 202
Physics 474
Spanish 202
140 P. M.

Astronomy 302
Education 354
English 332
Geology 214
Psychology 212
Sociology 332
Spanish 304
Speech 212

tHfc fcAtit STUDENT. WEDNESDAY, MAY M *M

»;TWO

The

Social Symphonies

BATES STUDENT

by Lea

Campus Camera

Despite the many theses and lastminute work to be caught up before
exams, this beautiful spring weather
has lured many of our fellow students
(FOUNDED IN 1879)
away. Pril Simpson, Dotty Matlack.
(Student Office - Tel. 3782J)
(The Auburn Newe - TeL 3010)
Lib Stafford, Dolly Milliken, Chris
Williamson, Ardlth Lakin, Janle Hath
EDITOR i
(TeL 84399)
RALPH F. TULLER '«
away, Ruth Wyer, Netta Barrus and
MANAGING EDITOR
(TeL 84122) _^_ JOHN C. DONOVAN '42 Tempy aU spent the week end at
Tempy's cottage. Betsey Corsa, Prls
Assistants; Robert Scott '4», Mitchell Uelnick "43. George Hammond '43,
Robinson, Peg White, and Jane WoociRobert Mscfarlane '44, Paul Edward Fournler '44, Michael Touloumtzia
bury went away to Jane's house in
'44. Kua Santtlll '43, Janice Jayne '43, Uladys Bicluaore '42, Bradley
Madison. N. H.
Dearborn '44, Rite Silvia '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44.
Dot Frost and Dode Borgerson went
Marie Kadcllffe '44. Virginia Hunt '44.
home together. Barbara Stanhope was
.. NORMAN J. BOYAN '43 away for the week end. Elaine Bush
„ (Tel. 8-33«4)
NEWS EDITOR
and Joe Clopeck spent the week end
Staff: Richard Uorton '42, Richard Baldwin '43. Arthur Fontaine '43, Mitchin Framingham. Ginny Simonds went
ell Melnlck '43, Almon Fish '44, Paul Fournler '44. Harry C Barba '44,
borne as did Vonnie Chase and Lee
Francis Oingraa '44. Albert Guttenberg "44, Michael Touloumuis '44.
SantllU, Betty Klnney, and Eva FowKeporters: Richard Dearborn '41. Durant Brown '42. David Nickerson '43,
ler.
WUliam Worthy '42. Webster Jackson '43. Robert MarteU '43, Thomas
There was a general exodus from
Winston '43, Donald Day '44, Deane Hoyt '44.
Hacker
House. Pril Bowles, Dotty
gnn 111
News Commentary: Ms
" '43, Lysander Kemp '42.
Ross, and Ruthle Carey went home.
(Tel. 8-33M)
JACK 8TAHLBERQER '43 Ginny Wentworth went to "Green
8PORT8 EDITOR _
Key" at Dartmouth. Hacker made up
Staff: Robert Scott '43, Marcel Boucher "43, George Hammond '43, Carl
for this loss by the advent of Barb
Monk '43, Thomas Winston '43, Norman Tufts '43, Harvey C. Barba '44,
Johnson's
sister who spent the week
Edmund Giason '44, Michael Touloumuis '44, Robert A. Manariane '44.
end, and an unexpected visit from
.. RUTH J. 8TEVEN8 '42 their former proctor, Ruthio Nuckley.
(Tel. 3206-M)
WOMEN'S EDITOR
This beautiful summer-like weather
Reporters: Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '12, ElizaTHE SENIOR WALK AT THE
also took three of Milliken's freshbeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Janice
UNIVERSITY OF ARKAN5A9
1
men—Phil Chase, Mary Anne Gross,
HAS THE NAMES CF ALL GRADJayne 42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Ella Santilli '43, Virginia Wentworth
and Carolyn Parkhurst went to Phil's
UATES (OVER 4000) EN0WED
'43, Barbara Boothby '44, Jean Childa '44, Lucy Cornelius "44, Bradley
cottage.
ON IT/
Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Nina Leonard '44, Helen Laird '44,
The Senior girls gave a shower for
Evelyn Marsden '44, Marie Radcliffe '44, Sia Rizoulis '44, Rita Silvia
Olympla Frangedakis last week. It
44, Esther Foster '44.
v as under the direction of Marge LlndCub Reporters: Helen Mason '42, Patricia Miller '42, Martha Burns '43,
qulst and Jean Ryder.
Ann Parsons '43, Dorothy Fenner '43, Alice Spooner '44, Frances
Several of the girls were fortunate
Walker '44. Shirley Whiting '44, Anne Locke '44, Amy McCombie '44,
in having visits from their parents.
Eleanor Darling '44, Miriam Cram '44, Virginia Simons '44.
Alice Spooner's father came all the
BU8INE88 MANAGER —-— (TeL S3398) _^ CHANDLER BALDWIN '42 way from Pennsylvania to see her.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
(Tel. 84398) _ GEORGE CHALETZKY '42 Mim Brlghtman's mother was seen on
By DOROTHY
campus. Ginny Barnes, Gladys BickCIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3952J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42
more, and Mim Cram also entertained
Staff, Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44. Richard Becker '43, Robert
The curtain rises on no hodge-podge
company from home. Mrs. Leonard,
Uoodapeed '44, John Hennessey '43, Vincent McKuslck '44, David
Ninas and Lucille's mother, and of furious activity. This is the calm
Kellsey 44.
Nancy Gould's mother came up toge- that precedes the storm—of Hops, of
ther to spend the week end with their mayors, of dancing in the streets, of
respective daughters. Phyl Hicks en- cruises and picnics and hotdogs and
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, lac. tertained Priscilla North. Subfreshmen sand-in-the-halr. This is Bates leading
College Pub/abm Representative
:i prosaic existence while soaking up
were guests In Chase and Whittler.
year by the Students of Bates College
4 20 MADISON AVI.
NEW YORK. N.Y.
Vitamin D on Mount David and inblbThe
Senior
girls
neglected
the
Bates
CIIICMO • ■ooroa * Lot AHJILXI * SM FUJICIMO
eds by inviting their boy-friends from ing ABCD the easy capsule way; ap
Lome for their dance which was held Ple blossoms snowing down from
thunderstorms hastening our
Entered as second-class matter at Friday night Stella Clifford looked es- heaven,
recially happy with her man. Betty timi<i souls to hide beneath the nearthe
Post
Office,
Lewiston,
Maine
ftttecicfed Cbtiegkie Press
Avery's Ted also spent the week end j est bathtub, gals counting those pigDistributor of
i
here,
ment spots apprehensively and beefSubscription
We are all happy to see Nat Web- inS about who's got the Joe Louis-est
Cbtlc6iate Di6est '
$2.50 per year In advance
ber and Lucy Davis out of the Infir- tan. Red King falling profoundly to
sleep in Music class to the soporific
mary after their sojourns there.
strains of Wagner's liveliest Funeril
March, people on crutches and in
CLUB NOTES
splints, 'cause they've forgotten the An
The ideal college man, someone has said, is both a scholar and Spofford Club
of
Looking Where You're Going, even
a gentleman. Intellectual development is, of course, a vital part of There was a closed meeting at 2:30 our tone deaf pals sounding out the
Sunday afternoon at Dr. Myhrmau's.
education, but it is only half of the picture. The college man or All members were requested to be first bars of "May Time", cavernous
yawns in the classrooms, yens for
woman must also be educated morally, must have an active sense present
open-top autos, chapel cuts rampant,
Sodalltas
Latin*
of good taste, and of good manners.
There was a meeting of Sodalltas sighs of sweet maidens—oh tra-la!
LaUna on Monday evening, May 12, (Your stage manager's heftiest ejacuBates is certainly not a college of uncultured ruffians. On the
lation.)
at 7:00 in Libbey Forum.
contrary, it would probably be a hard job to pick out 700 people Robinson Players
Have you heard of Temp's Campwho demonstrate, as a whole, better evidence of a regard for the There was a supper party Monday fire Corps with the emphasis on loaffeelings of others. Much as we may laugh at "empty traditions," evening, May 11, at 6:00 in the Wo- Ir.g and the nou'xhment from cans?
men's Union.
Did you see those Solemn Seniors,
we can't disregard the existence on this campus of some sort of Phll-Hellenlc
alias the Giddy Girls, showing off the
college spirit. The Bates "Hello" is a tradition which our so-called The annual symposium was Tues- fruits of their hectic housework in
sophistication makes us mention in hushed tones, but the impor- day, May 13. at the Women's Union. Rand to their escorts of the hour FriThe banquet began at 6:00 p. m.
day night? Did you know the week
tant fact is that we actually do abide by the custom of speaking to Camera Club
end's theme song was "My Sister and
people when we meet them. There's little doubt that all Bates men Sam Conner, weU-known Lewiston I?" Do you still hear the raucous reSun-Journal photographer and presi verberations of our apropos applause
and women are essentially decent.
dent of the Lewburn Lens League, for those scintillating BobCats? Did
But there's little point in handing ourselves bouquets. We may spoke and showed pictures at an open you see I he eds risi up on their left
meeting of the Camera Club on Mon- ear with all the revenge of a Greek
mean well, but that in itself is worth somewhat less than nothing day, May 12, at 7:00 p. m. In Room tragedy to retort riotously to the accuat all. If we make a habit of breaking windows or falling asleep in 25, Carnegie.
sations against their haberdashery?
Didn't you see "The Great Dictator"?
class, it does no good to protest that we meant well.
Oh, you poor fooL
CHAPEL QUOTES

By DOROTHY FOSTER '42

The pendulum of public opinion
has swung steadily from non-intervention tactics to definitely belligerent aid for the democratic
countries. Contributing to this
change in feeling were the sequence of events beginning with
Poland, and running on to an
arousal of sympathy for Britain
and France, the institution of a
cash-and-carry policy, the swapping of fifty destroyers for base
sites in the Western Hemisphere,
the passage of the lease-lend bill,
and just recently the proposal of
the House of Representatives that
the United States take over all
foreign shipping now Idle in our
ports with the view of "pooling"
them for use in handling supplies
for Britain.

• BUCKSHOT-

E

BUTLER IN THE LAWBWV
CHI HOUSE AT A'-ABAVA
HAS" NAAA£D THREE OF KIT
OFFSPRING LAMBDA, CHI
AND ALPHA /

Scene Around

Gentlemen And Scholars

I

Good Taste ?
Are there then, some common courtesies in which the students
of this college are lax? On a few occasions, an impartial observer
might answer an emphatic Yes. It is not, after all, particularly
good form to wish someone a cheerful good morning and then let
a heavy door swing in his face. And most professors are strangely
uninspired by the sight of a roomful of men with a half-inch
growth of beard on their faces.

May 9—"Non-fiction has reached
more people In tbJs day and age than
at any other time—the greatest
strides have been made in the field
of biography."—Mrs. Rudkln.
May 10—"Liberty Is something to
be achieved. It cannot be given In
order to have liberty, we most have
ecoality; in order to have equality we
must have security—Freedom does
not mean license, it means loyalty."—
Prof. CarrolL

Your stage manager wonders whether Essie studied with Paderewski, what's the matter with our chapel
manners, if we know that Emily Post
Is still an authoritative good egg. If
ex-student Spot didn't wake up Sunday morn with the biggest headache
the Bayer Company ever went to work
on why a Drive-Your-Own agency
doesn't set np a business here. If
Chase House Isn't pretty pleased with
next year's occupant*, If Blanche and

which moves a co-ed to report herself when she returns to her dorWe feel personally—and we may be wrong—that the men mitory one or two minutes past the deadline.
are worse offenders than the women. Nor is this true simply beThe women are allowed free telephones, because they can be
cause the feminine chin is invariably clean-shaven. Bates women
are simply more careful about their appearance than the men, trusted not to abuse the privilege. They demonstrate a generally
more polite in their contacts with the faculty, more trustworthy in more respectful attitude in class, or in Chapel. They dress more
neatly. They have some regard for the spirit of the law, as well as
their work and in their obedience to rules.
the letter. They smoke where they are permitted, and they manage
This is not a case of all black and all white. Many men show to refrain from it at other times and in other places. In short they
themselves to be—horrible word—true gentlemen. And the girls are more ladies than the men are gentlemen.
may occasionally slip up, as anyone who has had occasion to teleWe repeat again that this is not a wholesale condemnation
phone the senior women's dormitory will bear witness. But, as a
The
entire student body has a high average in that almost in'
group, it seems increasingly evident that the female of the species
tangible
quality of cultural background. But instead of scorning
is more courteous than the male.
the weak-kneed attitude of the women, the men might sometimes
Evidence? The much-maligned honor system. How many men strive a little harder to gain an appreciation of a type of honestv
would be as honest as are the women in their observance of their which makes people be good even when they don't nave to—«
or
self-enforced rules? The men fail utterly to understand the spirit don't want to.

FROM THE NEWS

MAULSBY '43

Blng aren't the model protegees of the
Emancipation of Womankind Committee, if we aren't all seconding
Bonnie's Big Motion of the week,
where Arlene lost an angle of her
quadrangle, if Phil's pal Cil isn't the
nicest addition to the Farm especially with her Oldsmobubble coupe, who
should get tiie Blue Ribbon Award
for persuading Parkie to go to a Saturday night dance, why Hazel and
Shirley rate bouquets on Mother's
Day, if we're all going to be bell boys
and waitresses come summer time,
who's got the extra fifty bucks for
tuition, where're we going to get it, if
you'll mind if your stage manager
draws the curtain here to go huu- It
up?
CONANT-F RANGE DA KIS

Miss Olympia Frangedakis '41 and
Joseph Michael Conant, Greek instructor, are to be married Friday, May 30,
.'n the chapel at Poland Spring. The
ceremony will take place at four
o'clock in the afternoon and will be
followed by a reception at the Mansion House. Miss Patricia Frangedakis will be the only attendant. The officiating clergyman is to be Rev. Robert F. Sweetser rector of St Michael's
church.

This ship-seizure bill is the
farthest stretch of legislative
lease-lend policy yet attempted,
but fades to insignificance when
one considers the possibility of the
United States convoying its transAtlantic shipping. Three figures of
prominence have come forth to
advocate such a measure. Secretary of War Henry L. Stlmson,
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R.
Wickard. and Wendell L. Willkle.
Some recent polls indicate that 71
per cent of the people also feel
this way. President Roosevelt's
views may be expressed this evening, when he delivers a major
address on foreign policy to representatives of the Pan-American
Union.
Winston Churchill spoke last
week in the House of Commons,
receiving from the members a
447-3 vote of confidence and an
ovation. It was his first anniversary as Prime Minister, and his

delivery contained big
assertion that the AtWu>
crucial battle center «Z" H
Mediterranean U WeTJ^

Iraq, which supplies tb. .
Britain's warships, planea9^
torized units in the N
"*
was a new trouble «2 *l
with a German !„„,
' **«
ing of oil lines there that
erally sabotage. The Brlu h^ "*"
ned a quick offensive 2 tkt
forestall aid to the HI 0I*"1
army of Iraq from Ger^T^
particularly before thTT' ***
spread to the other fc-*^
pie..
"eo Mo-

The gateway to Britain, -..
is the land bridge cut by tw
canal, must be shut, „,
Nazis. They also want to g^
Alexandria, the great navaiT
that helps guarantee British nu
at the Suez. To this end, J
Axis bombed the canal, but «M
little or no success last weet Z
Torbruk, the British sahent i,
Italian Libya, the Aniacs beat
back tanks and name-tbro*«
using their so-called 'helll
to do so.

In an attempt to close the great
port of Liverpool to American
goods, the Germans bombm it
night after night last week, hoping to cripple this second largest
seaport of Britain. The people
looked to the RAF for protection.
which came through with surprising effect. This was due, observers believe, to the bright moon
that lighted the sky. It is still
problematical that the Royal Air
Force can cope with night raids
as successfully as she must
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yjxe Grabs State
(eet In Run Away
flickers™
ers Single
First In 880

By JACK STAHLBER.GER '43

Six Runs In Hole,
HALF MILE CHAMP Frosh Tie Game Up
But Lose In Ninth

Bobcat trackstera finishing fourth and last in
track meet held thi,
-**1 ^'seaverus Fioid, in Wa,iC»lw'SL-niversity of Maine eas■he meet with a toial Oi
IF
lead bowdoin, ColSy,
,IS w
llr" . xne Bates cindermen
■^Twith only 18 1-3 points.

After overcoming a six run deficit,
the Bobkittens weakened and dropped
a 7-6 decision to the strong Lewiston
streaks, in a contest staged last Wednesday.
The Streaks opened the game with
a bang, ana y^ Dy gloDpjr ,ieldlnfc
by the freshmen scored two runs in
the first, one in the second and third,
and two more in the fourth to take a
six run lead.

L»ace runner was the only
dinner for the cellar-dwell•'"""representaiives. "Nick" gar-

With big "Pancho" Bolsvert on the
mound for Lewiston the lead lookea
insurmountable as the later innings
toiled around. For five frames "Pancho" had Bates completely helpless,
^aiy one ball, a lazy looper to left,
was hit out of the infield and there
was not the resemblance of a base
hit for five innings.

ls

m 2 minute
t w leading
>'ard runEhrlenbach
*
of

jecoofe

jiewhouse of the Bowdoin
lt0 the tape. Bob McLauthsiar miler, was upset by
^ing the Blue of Maiue.
I 2 *» leading the Univc.
rtV by a yard and a half
but tne

Then with none out in the sixtL
Tom Young, who was tossing them up
for Bates, socked one to left-center on
..hich the left-fielder almost made a
beautiful catch. It went for a double,
i'oin scored the first Bates run ab
Card and Melody bit successive singles. That made it 6-L

wmner DUl

l! u » go.
L bet that the Garnet track' tei
tf oaten and nipped "Mac" by
the tape.

winners for Bates were
, goothby and Johnny Sigsbee.
rtbed second and third in the
L* Ken Lyford, a second place
r in the hurdles, and Don Webo disappointed by getting only
, lor third in the high Jump.

I,.;. ;.0I--.

I toys from Orono clinched the
U laurels early in the competiLjmj from then on the main interim in the second place scrap held the three remaining teams.
Bo»'doin won by taking a first
2M yard dash. Colby gained
(consolation from the fact that
Isaished out of the last slot for the
I tune In 12 years.
fco M* records were established
like (ieid events and one in the
{events. Gil Peters, Colby star
i probably the best all-around ath1 a the state, set a new standard
I high Jump with a leap of 6 ft.
\k Ray Huling of Bowdoin set the
le; new mark with a leap of 23 ft.
II in the broad jump to erase the
lmark held by Johnny Daggett.
■Bnrdofn frosh closed out the recitaaking performances by slipping
ruJVffi seconds trom the freshman
sj record. The Bobkittens took
trad In this event which was no
kied in the scoring.

SHOTS Bobcats Claw Bears;
Lose 9-4 To Bowdoin

Bobkittens Drop 7-6 SPORT
Thriller To Streaks

DAVE NICKERSON

Frosh Win 4 Way Meet
As Shea, Smith Star

At the Bowdoin debacle the other
day an incident occurred which was
probably overlooked by most If not
all, of the spectators. During one of
the early stages of the game, before
deluge one, a couple of the bats in
irout of the Bates bench happened to
become crossed. Instantly one of the
fellows stepped to the bats and
straightened them, a worried look
coming across his face at the same
time. As is well known, to let a team's
bats stay crossed Is one of the quickest ways to Jinx that team—accordin.,
to common baseball superstitiou. It i
surprising how superstitious baseba i
players, as a class, are. Many a bast
tall player has become as famous for
-:is little odd habits and beliefs as he
has for his ability.
One of the best known pet superstitions of a ball player was the one
.hat Eddie Collins used. Eddie always
-hewed gum in the field but when he
came to bat he stuck it on the button
of his cap. That is, he stuck it on his
sap until a pitcher happened to get
two strikes on Collins. Then he invariably stepped out of the batter's box
and took the gum from his cap and
ptarted chewing.
To bring the example np. to the
present we can cite Johnny (Double
No Hit) Vander Meer and his pet be
lief Ordinarily Johnny is as easy a
going, and as obliging a ball player as
1? in the business, but he just won't

Then in the seventh the unexpected happened. With two gone Davit,
singled to right Young singled him
M third. Keller lined one through tht
box into center scoring Davis and
-sending Young to third. Kell stole second and scored with Young as Joey
Larochelle whistled one over shortstop into left He went to third on
Card's single to center. After Card
stole second both runners scored on
Combining some lusty clouting with
Melody's bullet drive over third and
tine
pitching by Bob Gains the freshthe score was tied a$ 6-6. Genetti endman baseball team held onto an early
ed the inning by popping out
lead just long enough to whip a mediThe ninth was disastrous from a
ocre Hebron nine 6-4. The win was
Bates viewpoint. After retiring the
number three for the freshmen and
first man Y'oung walked Parent the
the third straight loss for Hebron.
big Lewiston catcher, who went to
Hebron jumped Into a two run lead
second as Bolsvert was being thrown
out at first- Parent scored the win- in the first half of the first inning on
ning run on Leahy's single to left. a walk, an error, and two very feeble
The frosh started a mild rally in their singles. But Keller, first man up for
half of the ninth, but Card, after walk- Bates, smashed a liner over third for
ing, was thrown out attempting to a single to start the ball rolling, and
steal for the third out Final score: the inning ended 2-2.

Gains Hurls Six Hitter
To Beat Hebron 54

consider giving a fan his autograph on
the day he is to pitch. Bob Feller,
contrary to common belief, considers
it very good luck If he strikes out the
first hitter and consequently Bullet
Bob is very tough on lead-off men as
a class.
Perhaps the oddest If not most superstitious ball player ever to don a
pair of spiked shoes, was Connie
Mack's eccentric but most capable
left-hander, Rube WaddelL As likely
as not the Rube would not be around
when the game he was to pitch was
about to begin. When this happened,
the patient Mr. Mack just sent out the
nearest policeman and told him the
familiar story. Often as not they would
find Waddell playing ball with a
bunch of school boys out fishing, or
just imbibing quantities of liquid refreshment. On this last score, it was
often told how Connie's "pet" foiled a
detective, sent to take care of him.
by getting him drunk. But the best
story about him is about a contract
dispute the Rube as he was called, had
with Mack. Mack couldn't get his star
southpaw to sign his contract. After
much prying and persuading, the Rube
was enticed to sign, but only after the
club put In a clause which forbade his
catcher and bunk mate from eating
animal crackers in bed. After this incident Connie Mack always maintained Rube had a southpaw brain as well
as a southpaw pitching arm.

!

Tennis Team Loses To
B jwdoin And Colby

Webster Jinxes
Maine Batters; Dick
Thompson Homers
The jinx that Don Webster, elongated port-sider, holds over the Black
Bears continued as the Auburn hurler
held them in check and enabled hie
teammates to bang out a 6-4 victory
over the U. of Maine last Wednesday.
Dick Thompson started the ball
rolling In the first inning with a
booming four bagger. Maine came
back to tie the count In their half. The
third frame saw a pair of errors coupled with a pair of baseknocka to account for three more Garnet runt.
Maine came raging back into the fray
and knotted the count at four all on
three hits and an error.
In the fifth Dick Thompson walked,
took second on an infield out made
third on a passed ball, and scored on
a single from the bat of Kyp Josselyn.
A walk and three singles accounted
for the last Bobcat run in the seventh
canto.
Although Maine threatened In the
eighth a fast twin-killing eliminates:
and erased any scoring ideas the Bear
might have had. Maine had two men
on the base-paths with one out when
Edlestein went In to hit for pitcher
Mitchell. Edlestein worked Webster
to a 3-2 count and then hit into a fast
double play, Donnellan, Hervey to
Josselyn. From here on the Black
Bear was unable to get under way
so the Bobcat emerged with the victory.

Hunter Hits, Pitches
Mates To Victory;
Garnet Hopes Fade
The Bowdoin Polar Bears came from
behind to claw the Bobcats 9-4 in a
game curtailed to six and a half innings by rain. In recording their
fourth State Series victory the winners came up with a seven run sixth
inning during which they chased Mike
Matragrano to cover and paddled Al
Wight for a couple of hits before he
could retire the side.
This victory must have been doubly
sweet to the Brunswickians, for not
only did it place them firmly on top
of the State Series flag chase, bat It
represented a personal victory for
"Bounding Brad" Hunter, Bowdoln's
ace hurter. Hunter and his matoa In
defeating the Bobcats, rather firmly
put the first nail In the coffin which
encloses Bates' hopes for a etate
championship.
The home dlamondeers started the
contest as if they meant to hand Hunter his second k.o. in recent weeks.
After a qnlet first inning the Garnet
loosened Hunter from four runs. Witty
started the uprising with a vicious
liner off the pitcher's shins. Del
Johnson fouled off a couple of attempted sacrifices and then pounded a single into right Josselyn moved the
runners to second and third with a
beautiful sacrifice. Julie Thompson
then drove one deep to left and when
uyer misjudged the liner It went for t>
double and scored Witty and Johnson.
After Mullet had fanned, Matragrano
helped his own cause by slicing a single to right Julie stopping at third.
On the next pitch Matragrano wont
unmolested to second. Art BelUveau
then drove both runners home with a
clean single to center.
In the fourth Bowdoin sliced this
advantage in half when Coombs walked. Small doubled to left-center, and
Dyer drove both runners In with a
clean single to left Then came the
first of two deluges, this ene from
Bowdoin bats. Small opened the first
of the sixth with a walk. Dyer singled
to left and then stole second. Harding walked and Hunter came through
with a single. After Dolan went out
Brlggs kept the massacre going
with a single to center and then Bonzagni doubled to left. At this point
Matragrano left and Wight took the
mound. Bell greeted him with a doable to right and Coombs caused Al
some more embarrassment when he
singled to the same spot When
Coombs tried to steal second he was
thrown out and Small ended the ln(Centlnued on page four)

The Pale Blue outhit the Garnet 9.7
Coming from behind in the last two
During the week the Bates tennis but the Bobcats used errors and
or three events, the freshman track
team lost two matches, one to Bow heads-up base running to advantage
team remained undefeated thus far in
doin 7-2 and the other to Colby 6-3. Josselyn with two for four and Dick
its outdoor season, by taking the measTee match at Colby, however, was cut Thompson with a four-base clout were
ure of three other clubs, Hebron Acadthe big guns for the Bates club.
short due to heavy rain.
emy, Lewiston High and Rockland
Against Bowdoin, the only Bates Downes with three for four and CrowHigh. The final score gave Thompvictories came when Jim Walsh and ley with two In five trips were the
son's crew a 17 point edge over the
Paul Quimby defeated Ireland and big stickers for the Bears.
Hebron tracksters, 68-61, with LewisStearns of the Polar Bears in a three
Summary:
ton climbing into third place with 32%
set doubles match, and when Bill Bu- BATES
bhpo
ab
and Rockland settling back In the celker upset Ciullo of Bowdoin in the Hervey, 2b
0 4
5
lar with but two markers.
single*.
1 2
Donnellan, 3b
6
Surprising strength in the weight
1 0
Colby, playing on its home courts, R. Thompson, cf — 4
events provided the frosh with the
0 a
2
won a rain-shortened engagement with Witty, ss
win as they took all four in that de1 3
Johnson,
rf
6
the Garnet Friday afternoon, 5-3.
partment, as well as two out of three
2 10
4
Charley Lord and Captain Cappy Dyer Josselyn, lb
of the field events. Of the seven run- Lewiston 7, Bates 6.
0 •
There was no more scoring until of Colby won their respective singles J. Thompson, If — 4
ning events the frosh, who had pre0 4
4
the fourth when Bates pushed over matches against Walsh and Quimby Mullet c
viously been unbeatable, captured but
8
1 2
two more runs making It 4-2. A base- to preserve their undefeated records. Webster, p
two, Bert Smith in the half mile run
7 27 12
Totals
36
ball oddity occurred when Lee Davis However, the Bates boys came back
and Hal Hoskins in the 220 yard lowbhpo a
ab
hit one into right-center for a home in the doubles match to beat Lord MAINE
hurdles.
1 4 5
4
run only to be called out for not and Dyer, 2-6, 6-4, 6-2. The other Gar- Pollock, 2b
Jack Shea once again stole the
6
touching second. It went for a long net victories came when Junle Watts Kilpatrick. lb
scoring honors with thirteen points,
5
and Fred Whltten defeated Burnett Ciowley, 3b
single.
chalking up firsts in the javelin
4
and Howard of Colby 4-6, 7-6, 6-2, and Blake, cf
Losing but one singles match, the
In the sixth the frosh squeezed in
throw and the 12 pound shot as well frosh tennis team rolled over Bridg_4
when Watts defeated Pizzano 4-6, 6-1, Whltten, rf
as a second in the discus. The versa- ton Academy 6-1 on the Bates courts what proved to be the winning run, 6-0. Watts was the only Bates man to Taylor, ss
4
tile Gabby Deering, who racked up 13 last Friday afternoon to chalk up its for Hebron added single tallies in the win his singles match. The doubles
(Continued on page four)
points in the last triangular meet with second straight win of the short sea- seventh and eighth mainly because contest between Pizzano and Dibble of
Gains' effectiveness was impaired
Brunswick and Cony, took but three
Colby and Buker and Horace Wood
son.
by what Hebron claimed was a balk
|i his most recent communique, points with a couple of thirds in the
Showing great strength in the sin- with men on the bases and which the was called off after the first two sets.
Driscoll, intramural coordina- broad jump and the quarter mile.
gles
and the doubles. Coach Busch- umpire was not sure of. The final Each team in this doubles match had
:
Coach Thompson withdrew the
mnounced that West Parker is
mann's young "racqueteers" won one- score was Bates Freshmei I, He- won a set 6-3, and games were knotted
tin? a neck ahead of the Of f-Cam- name of his ace miler. Smith, from f
at 6 all, but with no decision given.
s ded matches throughout George bron 4.
1
outfit in the softball league. Mr. this event to see just how fast a
Next Friday the varsity racquet men
Silverman, who hasn't lost a match
toll's pride at this announcement half mile this powerful lad could turn
Keller, Melody, and Small each got Journey to Maine to duel with the
jet,
romped
through
Manchester,
one
1
to understood when one remem- in. In the most lop-sided run of the
of Brldgton's ace basketball players two hits apiece, while Larochelle, Black Bear tennis team. The match
"liat he resides in that dorm. Fol- day, riniith missed getting under the last winter. 6-2. 6-0. Don Stoddard al- Genetti, Grant Davis, and Gains all should prove to be very close with a
P the two leaders, both of whom two-minute mark by just a shade less lowed his man five games as he took got one. For Hebron Leary had two, possible nod going to Maine. How1
not been defeated yet, is New than one second as he romped home a 6-2, 6-3 verdict while Deane Hoyt and and Hunton, Doherty, Sanders, and ever, should the Bobcats somehow
In 2 min. 3-5 sec.
develop a better balanced team by
"Tod" Gibson waltzed through their Godhand had one each.
Hebron built up its chances around
I ^scores of the games to date are;
Friday, It may be a different story.
opponents to the tunes of 6-0. 6-0 and
two boys. Barber and Patterson, who
W 13-EP 12
6-0, 6-L
participated very creditably for the
* 32-ND 9
TRADE THAT DREAM BOOK for a
The only loss of the day from a
neighboring prep-schoolers. Barber, as
W 13-Rw j
checkbook — Glbbs*
Bates point of view was the fifth sina result of his two firsts and a tie
training turns timid
°C 12-JB 2
B-A.s into suave
for third, took 11% points while his gles match. Here Mellilo of Bridgton
P 1S-KD 6
A highlight In the 1940-41 WAA
battled "Mo" Alembik through three
and esteemed secrespeedy
teammate
took
the
two
dashes
^It-JBlO
world of sports will "be the annual
taries. Ask for Cataas well as a couple fourths for a % long sets to finally win out 6-4, 4-6.
»«-»!
log describing spa
house party held this year in Rea-i6-3,
point edge over Barber's tola'.
cial course for ColP 13-RW 8
field.
Among
those
lucky
enough
to
None of these, however, was the Hoyt and Silverman combined to de
lege Women.
feat their doubles rivals in straight escape theses and term papers for a
high
scorer
for
the
meet
This
honor
«:«-EP2
week end, May 24 and 25, are the old
went to Larry Brimigion of the Lew- sets and Stoddard and Keach took the
and
new members of the WAA board.
iston Bluestreaks. With a win in the second doubles at 6-1, 6-0.
Professor Walmsley, Miss Fahrenholx,
high hurdles, seconds in the high
Standing 0f the Clubs
and Miss Parrott The girls are their
jump, broad jump and pole vault, and
Won Lost
own chief cooks. Saturday night the
thlrd3 in the short dash and the low
4
freshman members get supper; Sunhurdles, Larry rolled up a healthy 17%
day morning breakfast the Juniors;
poii.ts, over half of his club's total
Sunday dinner, the Sophomores; and
Bates winners were as follows: LarSunday night picnic supper, the Senrabee in the hammer with a throw of
AT
Colby's golf team defeated the Gar- iors. Besides swimming, playing base150 ft 7 In.; Eastman In the discus at
net dlvot-dlggers 6 to 4 in a match ball, and In general having a lot of
103 ft. 1 in.; Shea, of course. In the
held recently at the Martlndale course fun. they devote most of Saturday
shot and javelin; Bruce Park with a
S40 COURT ST. - AUBURN
in Auborn. The loss dropped the evening to discussing WAA activities
5 ft 6 in. high jump; Crean with a
After exercise, nothing is more)
Bates team to an even up. season's and policies for next year.
10 ft. 3 in. vault; HoaklM In the *>* record since they had previously trippleasant than a refreshing
hurdles at 27.6; and, as we have men- ped up the Bowdoin contingent
pause with ice-cold Coca-Cola.
tioned before. Smith's great perform
Its tasto is delicious; and a wel5C
Bill Lever, John McDonald and Bill
ance in the half mile Jaunt
come, refreshed feeling always
Gross won their matches and Lever
follows. So when you pauso
PAY PROGRAM
and McDonald took best ball from
STERLING
p„_ Th-ee years
throughout the day, make it fho
Shlro and Woodward to give the
By Towle, Gorham, Lurrt, Wallace,
EVENING PROGRAM
pause that refreshes with Ice-cold
team
their
four
point
total.
Four years
and Reed-Barton
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> ,
See
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CLOCKS
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Opp. Post Office TeL1115-M
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scholarships
*"■*»• to college graduates.
JS* Degree conferred
Admit, men and women
ctiI

MT VERNON ST. BOSTON
Near Stats House

Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewiston

Maine

BILL
THE BARBER

KM «■! Ct-lW
OaM Hatl • MwsWI ■•» **

Compliments of

Fro Joy

The College Store

Ice Cream
■AXIS STIMlMfl

QUALITY

COCA-COLA1BOTTLING PLANTSTINC.
39 Second Street
Aotmnt, Maine
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AT THE THEATRES
W.d - Thurs - Fri - 8at
May 14-1WM7
Alice Faye. Jack OaUe, John
Payne in "The Great American
Broadcast".
All Week Beginning Sun. May 18
James Stewart. Judjr Garland
Lana Turner, Hedjr Lamarr to
Ziegfeld Girl*;
AUBURN
Wed-Thurt . May 14-16
"Invisible Ghost" with Bela Lugosi, and "Western Union".
Fri-Sat - May 1H7
"Power Dive" with Richard Arlen.
Sat. Night . Vaudeville.
8un.Mon.Tues - May 18, 18, 20
"Reaching lor the Sun" with Joel
McCrea and Ellen Drew.
BOWDOIN GAME

Cefpyiifhc l«l,

LKJOITT

(Continued frem page three)
ning with a fly to Johnson. When the
scorekeepers had unraveled the figures they found that eleven Bowdoin
stickmen had come through with seven runs and six hits to put the game
pretty much on Ice.
After his bad second inning, Hunter
did a fine Job in stilling the Garnet
bats. The chief fly in his ointment was
Del Johnson who hit the Bowdoin
flinger as if he had a half Interest in
him. Two 1111x108 and a double rang
-ram his bat.
In the last half of the seventh the
second, and much more refreshing for
Bates players and fans alike, deluge.
This time the rain came too lateSummary:
BATES
abba :
Belliveau. ss
3 10
Hervey, 2b
3 0 0
R. Thompson, cf
2 0 0
Witty, 3b
3 11
Johnson, rf
3 3 1
Josselyn, lb
- 2 0 0
J. Thompson, If
3 11
Mullet, c
2 0 0
Jameson, c
. 10 0
Matragrano, p
2 11
Wight, p
0 0 0
Total*
24 7 4
BOWDOIN
abbh r
Dolan. ss
3 0
Brlggs. rt
4 2
Boniagni, 3b
4 2
Bell, cf
3 1
Coombs, c
3 1
Small, lb 3 1
Dyer, If
« 2
Harding, 2b.
3 0
Hunter, p
4 l
Totals
31 10

* Hnu Toucco Co.

Seniors...
Take away not only Memories
but a Subscription to your
STUDENT
The best way to keep in touch
with your old Pals.
A small Expense now that will
pay you double next year

MAINE GAME
(Continued from page three)
Quint If
3 0
0 0
Downes, c
4 0
1 0
Edlesteto. x
1 0
• 0
Mitchell, p ._
3 0
2 0
Mann, p
0 0
0 9
Totals
38 4 9 27 II 4
Two base bit, Blake. Home run,
R. Thompson. Stolen base, Crowley.
Double play, Donnellan. Hervey to
Josselyn. Left oh bases. Bates 8,
Maine 8. Basss on balls, off Webster
3; off Mitchell 6. Struck out. by
Webster 3; by Mitchell 8. Hits, off
Webster 9 in 9 Innings; off Mitchell
7 in 8 Innings; off Mann 0 to 1. Win
nlng pitcher, Webster. Losing pitcher,
Mitchell. Umpires, Dowd and MeDonough. Time, 2:09.
STUDENTS!
LEPAGE'S IS BEST!
Get your vitamins In
Vitamin B-1 Bread
ASK FOR LEPAGE'S AT
THE COLLEGE STORE
Plea, Cakes, Cookies —
Everything That's Good
THE BEST FROM LEPAGE'S

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists

Only $1.00 For One Year

17M

SHOE HOSPITAL
••■to

A Personal Representative Will
Call In The Very Near Future.

1
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By MERVIN ALEMBIK '44
could afford playing tennis, it was
Very few people know anything very popular, especially during the
about the sports and social life that
summer when schools are in vacation
took place in the France that was beHowever, during the spring one had to
lore the war.
_____ belong to clubs in Paris, the cheapest
Last week I mentioned that sports of which was usually too expensive
bad a very minor place in French life. for the average family. A sport which
It is true, sports did not exist >u developed not very long ago is swim
French schools. In a lycee. atudenU ming. There were some very modern
would have some gymnastics once or and beautfiul pools, the price of which
twice a week, but this was more of a was not too high considering the cost
Joke than anything else. In order to
of other sports.
practice the sports one liked, one had
About the most expensive sport in
to belong to an outside club or asso- France, besides golf, was horseback
ciation. Of course, to wealthy people riding, which was very popular
this made little or no difference, but among the wealthier people. The big
to poor people (and these were tl<«- days for riding in Paris were Thursgreat majority) it was impossible to days and Sundays. On those days, a
pay the fees of these clubs. So, only very famous part of Paris, called the
a small proportion of the French youth "Bois de Boulogne", was crowded
enjoyed sports in the proper sense of
with riders.
the word.
Golf is very definitely the most exSoccer National Game
pensive sport, available to only a few
Before The Nazi Oonquest
persons.
Soccer was the National game. Just
As to winter sports, skiing was deas football is in this country. How- veloping very rapidly In popularity in
ever, the game was not played by the last few years. Some specially
school or college teams, but by pro- organized trips during the winter
fessional teams. Though this takes a were relatively cheap. Excellent and
lot of interest out of the game, enor- not too expensive resorts were lately
n.ous crowds often attended. Soccer developed in France. The only trouwas played throughout the year ex- ble was that there were not enough
cept in the summer. The season end- of these resorts to accommodate
ed each year with the awarding of the everybody. The best resorts were in
"Coupe de France" to the best tean. Switzerland, but there only wealthy
of the year. Those games were not Frenchmen could go.
only inter-club, but also International.
During the winter months, in Paris,
During the season of 1938-39, and this there were skating rinks, where many
was only a few months after the Mu- youths of school age would meet
nich pact, a French-German game took French youth is Just as faithful to the
place in Paris which had to be stoj. movies as American youth is. Inciped because of too much rioting and dentally, American pictures were
national manliestatljns.
very popular in France, especially In
Without question, the next most Paris where out of 325 theatres, 125
popular sport waff bicycling. This too would present American pictures exwas an all-around year sport, though clusively. Dancing also differs enthe big season was in spring time. tirely from that in the United States.
Professional bicycle races attracted No girl of good family is allowed to
the attention of thousands of faus. enter a night club or stay out too late,
Each year, during the summer, there until she is 21. The chances are pretty
was what was called the "Tour de good that a college man or women
France", a hard race consisting of 22 vould not even be accepted in a night
stretches of 100-200 miles each, and club. In general, no one dances in
covering a large part of France, In- /mbllc places until he is of age — or
cluding the high mountains and big considered of age!
cities. This famous race was an internationally open contest For the last
three years this race was won by the
e
ame Belgian racer, who collected
something like 812,000 each time. The
second prize is 35,000. Out of some
Last Monday evening, the Robinson
100 starters, only about 40 would come Players met at the Women's Union at
back tn the finish in Paris.
6:00 to honor the officers of the past

Robinson Players Honor
Officers At Buffet Supper

Professional Tennis
On The Decline
Tennif was enjoyed and practiced
both by amateurs and professionals.
Professional tennis in France was at
its height to the late twenties. At
that time, France held the Davis Cup
for three or four years to a row, and
had internationally famous players.
However, this sport declined rapidly
in popularity for professionals, and
in the last few years, there were only
mediocre professional players. Nobody
knows exactly the cause of this decline but the cost of this sport, together with the lack of support from
cne schools, seem to bo the main
causes. With those young people who

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
HUtBil

BAKERY

Below the Park at 188 Park SL
Lewiston, Main*

in pure enjoyment.

Sports Only For Wealthy
In France, Says Aleinbik

Henry Nolin

■■■■■■■■■si

IACH

season and the graduating members
of the club with a buffet supper. This
annual party has been revived after a
lapse of a year. There were 23 members of the organization present and
the Misses Lavinla Schaeffer and
Lydla Frank of the Speech Department were guests. John Tierney '42
served as head of the committee in
charge of the supper. The retiring officers are Montrose Moses, president;
Catherine Winne, vice-president; and
Rowena Falrchild, secretary, all of
the senior class.

Dance Appreciation Film
Shows Modern Techniques
On Tuesday, May 13, the Dance
Club sponsored the showing of two
reels of movies entitled "Design for
Modern Dance". This is the first dance
appreciation film to be used for educational purposes. The films were silent having printed titles explaining
the philosophy, methods, techniques
and purposes of modern dance. The
studies illustrated several approaches
to composition through movement
rhythm, design, and meaning. The
movies, which were half an hour to
length, were shown in Rand Gym at
six-forty-five.

Senior Glass Girls Hold
Open House Aid Dance
The Senior Girls' Dance was held
in Chase Hall tost Friday night May
9 Previous to the dance, there was
open house at Rand chaperoned by
Dean Clark and Mrs. Klerstead^ No
doubt closets were stuffed with knickknacks but several of the most popular rooms were well supplied with
flowers and candy.
The dance, semi-formal, lasted from
7-45-11:00 with music by the Bobcats.
Invitations in the shape and color of
orchids carried out the color scheme
of yellow and orchid with a maypole
and spring flowers for decorations.
Professor and Mrs. Buschmann and
Dr. and Mrs. Fisher chaperoned at the
dance which was enjoyed so much by
everyone.
In charge of the open houso at
Rand Hall and the dance at Chase
Hall were Helen Woodward, Jean Atwater, Norma Field, Fran Wallace,
with Jan McCaw as chairman.

Navy Officer Shows
Movies To Flying Club
Lieutenant-Commander Donald E.
Dement, senior medical officer and
flight surgeon. D. S. Navy Aviation
Cadets, showed two films, "Navy
Wings of Gold" and "Eyes of the
Navy", at an open meeting of the
Bates Flying Club last night at 8:00
in the Music Room, Chase Hall. After
the films. XJommandar Dement answered various questions proposed by
the attendants about naval aviation.
Armand Daddazlo, president of the
Club, wishes to remind the student
body that Flying Club members will
be given first choice to take the CAA
training course next year. Accordingly, anyone interested should contact
the membership committee composed
of James Scharfenberg '42. Robert
Muldoon '42, or Thomas Heatherman
•43.
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A Bates Tradition
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The Social Centers Lewiston and Auburn, Main,
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$14.95
Other "Dream Glif Gowni
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GEO. A. ROSS

Restringing

SERVING
Italian & American
Foods

• Marquisettes
• Sleek Jerseys
• Gay Flowered
Starched
Marquisettes
• Sophisticated
Cottons

Mrs. Blanche H. Smith, Hostess

THE HOTEL DeWITT

EAT AT

The Forever Young Dept
presents
• Graceful Chiffons

Smith's Tourist Home

Racquet

Wells

FORMALS
To give you that "dream girl" tool
. . . daintier and more charmlaj
than ever.

(Continued from page ',one)
dry although rather chilly when we
reached the end of the trip. After
about twenty miles of hard paddling,
we expected to be crippled for life,
but after we had a good hot shower
ar.d food upon our return and a good
night's sleep, most of us were rarta'
to go on the overnight trip this week
end.

LEWISTON'8 LEADING HOTEL

SPORTING
GOODS Inc.
AUBURN

"Love at
sight" - - -

CANOE TRIP

EXPERT

ONE DAY SERVICE

PECKS

DORA CLARK TA8H

HOOD'S

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
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